Cake
Decorating Kit
E-book user guide
This simple E-Book allows you to learn cake baking and fros;ng recipes and includes
instruc;ons on icing and decora;ng. It explains how to use the equipment included in your
cake kit such as the icing ;ps and shows the diﬀerent paAerns the icing ;ps will create.
Also you will ﬁnd a step by step guide how to prepare and hold your icing bags, as well
how to make iced ﬂowers and transfer them to your cake.
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Chapter 1: Simple cake recipes
Basic sponge cake (basic light and .luffy sponge cake)
Ingredients
4 large eggs
225g self raising 8lour
225g caster sugar
225g soft margarine or butter
Splash of milk
Method
Heat your oven to 180C/160C fan/gas 4, butter and line the base of two 20cm
spring-form cake tins with baking parchment.
Using an electric whisk to beat the butter and sugar together until pale and
8luffy. Crack the eggs in one at a time and whisk well, scraping down the sides of
the bowl after each addition. Add the milk and a pinch of salt. Whisk until just
combined then divide the mixture between the two tins.
Bake in the centre of the oven for 25-30 mins until a skewer inserted into the
middle of each cake comes out clean. After 10 minutes remove the cakes from
their tins and leave to cool completely on a wire rack.
Refer to Chapter 3 for different frosting recipes to 8ill and decorate your cake.
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Chapter 1: Simple cake recipes
Lemon Drizzle cake (Light and moist lemon cake)
Ingredients
4 eggs
225g self raising 8lour
225g caster sugar
225g unsalted butter
Finely grated zest

Method
Heat your oven to 180C/160C fan/gas 4, butter and line the base of loaf tin
with greaseproof paper (8 x 21cm)
Beat together 225g softened unsalted butter and 225g caster sugar until pale
and creamy, then add 4 eggs, one at a time, slowly mixing through.
Sift in 225g self-raising 8lour, then add the 8inely grated zest of 1 lemon and
mix until well combined.
Spoon the mixture into your loaf tin and level the top with a spoon.
Bake for 45-50 mins until a thin skewer inserted into the centre of the cake
comes out clean.
While the cake is cooling in its tin, mix together the juice of 1 ½ lemons and
85g caster sugar to make the drizzle.
Prick the warm cake all over with a skewer or fork, then pour over the
drizzle – the juice will sink in and the sugar will form a lovely, crisp topping.
Leave in the tin until completely cool, then remove and serve.
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Chapter 1: Simple cake recipes
Chocolate Sponge cake (Classic sponge cake with chocolate
.lavour)
Ingredients
220g unsalted butter, softened
220g (7 3/4oz) caster sugar
200g self-raising 8lour
4 large eggs
1 tsp baking powder

Method
Preheat your oven to gas 4, 180°C, fan 160°C. Grease and line 2 x 20cm (8in)
cake tins and set aside.
In a large bowl, beat together the butter and sugar until pale.
Add all the remaining sponge ingredients and beat together until well
combined.
Divide the mixture between the cake tins and smooth the tops.
Bake in the oven for 20-25 minutes or until an inserted skewer comes out
clean.
Once baked, cool in the tins for 10 minutes, then remove from the tins and
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Chapter 2: Simple cake frosting and ?illers
Butter cream (buttercream icing to decorate your cake. You
can add colour by adding a little food colouring gel)
These can be used with the icing tips and icing bags
Ingredients
140g/5oz butter, softened
280g/10oz icing sugar
1-2 tbsp milk
¼ tsp vanilla extract
few drops food colouring (if

Method
Beat the butter in a large bowl until soft. Add half of the icing sugar and beat
until smooth.
Add the remaining icing sugar and one tablespoon of the milk and vanilla
extract and beat the mixture until creamy and smooth. Beat in the remaining milk,
if necessary, to loosen the mixture.
Stir in the food colouring, if using, until well combined.
For the orange buttercream variation, omit the milk and vanilla from the basic
recipe. Stir in the zest and juice until thoroughly combined.
For the chocolate variation, omit the milk from the basic recipe. Cream the
butter and sugar, as above, also adding the cocoa powder (25g). Allow the melted
chocolate to cool for 10 minutes before adding to the whipped butter and sugar.
Beat until well combined.
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Chapter 2: Simple cake frosting and ?illers
Cream Cheese (sweet with tang, perfect .inish for carrot cake,
red velvet and more)
Ingredients
½ cup unsalted butter, softened
1package (8 oz) cream cheese,
softened
1teaspoon vanilla
3cups powdered sugar, plus more

Method
In large bowl, beat softened butter and cream cheese with electric mixer on
medium speed 2 to 3 minutes, scraping bowl occasionally, until smooth and
creamy.
Stir in vanilla, then stir in powdered sugar. Add more powdered sugar as
needed until frosting is a thick spreadable consistency.
Spread or pipe frosting on cooled cake or cupcakes. (see chapter 4 for piping
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Chapter 2: Simple cake frosting and ?illers
Chocolate Frosting (simple easy creamy chocolate frosting and
can be used with icing tips)
Ingredients
1 cup softened butter
1/2 cup cocoa powder sifted
5 cups powdered sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
3-4 tablespoons milk

Method
Whip butter and cocoa together until smooth in large bowl.
Stir in vanilla and powdered sugar.
Slowly stream in milk until frosting reaches desired consistency.
Scrape sides and whip again until light, 8luffy and smooth, 1-2 minutes.
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Chapter 3: Decorating your cake
Your JRC 73 piece cake kit provides you with everything you
need to smooth, decorate and serve your cake. This next
chapter teaches you the basic cake decorating techniques
using your items from the JRC kit.
Item

When to use

1 cake turntable

Revolving circular cake icing turntable for
decorating cakes or cutting your cake

24 stainless steel icing Tip

Tips are the nozzles on the end of a pastry
bag that the frosting or 8illing is forced
through to apply it to cakes.

1 pastry reusable bag

To hold the frosting or icing so it can then
be piped onto the cake

1 cake brush

For dusting or brushing crumbs of a cake
before icing, and cleaning your nozzles.

1 cake cutter

To level your cake and prepare for icing

1 cake pen

To write or draw on your cake in icing

3 cake scrapers

These will help you to cover your cake in
icing butter / frosting

2 cake nozzles coupler

Coupler allow you to change the icing tips
on the same icing bag

30 disposable bags

Icing bags hold the icing for you to pipe on
your decorations using the icing tips

1 icing spatula (27cm)

A utensil designed to spread the frosting /
icing onto the cake

1 angled icing spatula (27cm)

A utensil designed to spread the frosting /
icing onto the cake

1 8lower nail

To make rose with rose petals

3 Russian piping tips

To ice and decorate your cake using
different colour icing at once
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1 cake 8lower lifter

This is used to remove prepared
buttercream 8lowers from a piping nail
and placement on a decorated cake.

1 Russian piping tips coupler

A coupler is a device that 8its onto your
decorating bag and holds the Russian
decorating piping tips in place.

1 chocolate mould

Fill the moulds with chocolate and then
refrigerate. The chocolate hearts can then
be used to decorate your cake

How to level a cake / using the cake cutter
Removing the rough dome shape on top of your cake, which forms during baking, is
essential to allow for different cakes to be layered on top of one another evenly and to
ensure your cake looks smooth and professional.
For levelling your cake, you will need to use your cake cutter provided in the kit. Your
cake cutter is a bow-like contraption with a wire running across. When used, the sides of
the cake cutter arch over your cake, while the wire cuts through. It is important to adjust
the ends of the cutting wire to your desired height by using the notches on the side of
the cake cutter. See the pictures below:

Start by leaving your cake to cool for at least 1 hour and then place your cake on the
turntable provided in the cake kit. With the sides of the cake cutter on the work surface,
rotate the turntable whilst you draw the cutting wire into the cake using a gentle sawing
motion. Once it has passed through the crust keep pulling the wire through the cake
until it comes out on the other end. The dome should slice off cleanly and evenly.

Icing and smoothing your cake
Start decorating by placing butter cream on top of your cake with an angled spatula
(included in your kit) and spread out evenly with the help of the rotating turntable and
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the spatula. Once the top is covered evenly in butter cream, place
more butter cream on sides and start spreading with the spatula
while rotating the turntable. Once you have covered your cake with
icing, smooth the sides of the cake with scraper, which you will 8ind
in your cake kit. The scraper bottom should rest on your turntable,
keeping your arm 8ixed rotate the turntable 360 degree. Keep
repeating this until you achieve smooth sides. Once the sides of the
iced cake look smooth, then you can use the angled spatula to
remove any excess icing on top of the cake.
You may need to put the cake in the freezer for approx. 1 hour until the icing becomes
8irm. You also may wish to smooth the cake once more after this, with the angled spatula
and the scraper to get the perfect round shape.

Preparing icing bags
This part of the e-book will explain how to decorate your cake using the icing tips and
icing bags.
Prepare your icing bag using the simple steps below (you need one disposable icing bag,
1 icing tip and 1 coupler from your kit)
Step 1: If you plan to use the same bag of icing with different tips, prepare your bag with
the coupler, which is provided in the kit. Drop the base of the coupler to the end of the
decorating bag. Use a pair of scissors to mark a spot on the bag, about inch before the
8irst thread on the narrow end of the coupler
Step 2: Push the coupler base back into the bag and cut at the mark. You should be able
to push a small part of the coupler out of the opening of the decorating bag.

Step 3: Place the decorating tip over the base extending from the bag.
Step 4: Put the ring over the tip and twist it on to lock the tip in place
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Step 5: The key to 8illing a bag with icing is to ensure that you don’t over8ill it. A bag with
too much icing is harder to squeeze and harder to control. Start with about 1/2 cup of
icing for best results. Fold the top of the bag down (about halfway) to create a cuff.
Step 8: While holding the base of the bag, use the angled spatula to 8ill the bag with
icing.
Step 9: Pinch the top of the bag to wipe the spatula clean as you remove it from the bag.

The icing tips, how they will decorate and how to use them
The different icing tips in your kit will enable you to decorate your cake in different
ways. This part of the e-book will explain what each icing tip can be used for. It is
important to remember that holding the icing tip at different angles can produce
different styles of icing.
How to hold your icing bag
● To achieve even piping and prevent fatigue, pressure must come from the entire
palm area, which is why it is essential not to over8ill.
● Twist the top of the bag. If desired, secure with a rubber band to prevent the
icing from oozing upward.
● Place the bag in the palm of your hand; position the twist of the bag in the crease
between your thumb and fore8inger.
● Close your hand around the bag and use your entire palm to squeeze.
● Place the index and middle 8inger of your other hand on the coupler to steady
your decorating bag.
● HINT: Before starting any project, practice piping on wax paper, a cutting board
or any 8lat surface that can be wiped clean.

Open star icing tips
Open star icing tips provided in your kit are popular for frosting cupcakes and cakes.
When swirled in a continuous motion they make lightly textured ruf8les; held at an
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angle, they create small, shell-type dollops which can used as the border to the base of a
cake. Piping straight down at a 90 degree angle in short bursts, creates "gems" that are
great for meringue kisses, mini-cupcakes or tiny bursts of buttercream.

Close star icing tips
These icing tips in your kit are perfect for piping ruf8led buttercream on your cupcake
and adding borders to cakes and cookies. Closed star icing tips create a more de8ined
texture than open star tips because their ridges are tighter. The picture below shows
what these icing tips look like in your cake kit.
The tip on the left in the photo below is wonderful for piping shell borders or adding
small swirls of buttercream. The tip in the middle creates lots of ruf8led and textured
drop 8lowers. This tip is also good for borders and even piping smaller cupcakes.
The tip on the right is a more tightly closed star tip that can pipe out ruf8led drop
8lowers. Warning: It can be a little temperamental when piping borders.
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Round Icing Tips
Plain round piping tips are used to pipe the simple and rounded swirls on our cupcakes
and cakes. In the smaller sizes, they're great for adding dots of details onto cakes, adding
centres to sugar blossoms or even piping out names. You will 8ind a variety of round tips
in your kit.

Petal or Ruf8le Icing Tip
These tips are ideal for adding gorgeous buttercream ruf8les to your cake or for piping
out impressive 8lowers on top of cupcakes and cookies. Always make sure that the fatter
end of the piping tip is closest to the cake, with the thinner end facing upwards, for the
most delicate and de8ined look. These tips can also be used to create butter cream
borders to your cake.
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Leaf icing top
These icing tips help you create pretty leaves and are handy for adding quick detail to
cakes and cookies. They're also useful for when you want foliage for drop 8lowers or
rosette-piped cupcakes. The trick is to practice holding the tip at different angles to 8ind
out what works for you.
The photo below shows two main types of leaf piping tips. The one on the left has a
large V notch, which creates a smooth leaf that is full at the base and tapered towards
the end. The tip on the right with the smaller opening, has a cut along the top and sides
with a tiny notch in its middle. This helps make a more ruf8led leaf.
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Using your Russian Icing tips
The new all-in-one Russian icing tips in your kit makes it very easy to pipe gorgeous
buttercream 8lowers onto your cakes, cupcakes or anything you're baking. Here is a step
by step guide on how to make 8lowers using the Russian tips

Fit your piping bag with a Russian icing
tip and 8ill the bag with buttercream.
Apply pressure to the bag until the
buttercream starts poking through all of
the openings. Wipe the tip of the nozzle
clean before starting your design.

Hold the 8lat end of the tip just above
the cake surface you want to pipe on.
Apply steady pressure to the piping bag
while pulling directly up, as straight as
you can. Release pressure when you're
three-quarters of the way done with
your petal. Continue to pull the piping
bag up until the buttercream separates
from the tip.

Keep all your movements slow and
steady, so the petals and centres
don't smudge together. Apply
pressure for 2 or 3 seconds and
then release and pull away.
Continue piping 8lowers to 8ill in
the rest of the area you're
decorating.

Then you can you use your V shaped icing tip, attach it to a new bag which you 8ill with
green icing and add leaves onto your cake:
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Using your ?lower nail to make roses with petal tips
This next section will explain how to use your 8lower nail to make
roses.
Start by holding the base of the nail between the thumb and fore8inger
of the hand which is not holding the decorating bag (for example, a
left-handed person will typically hold the 8lower nail with his or her
right hand). Practice rolling the nail outward, away from your wrist.
If you want to, you can place a small square sheet of parchment
paper on top of your 8lower nail (using small dollop of icing to stick it
down). This allows you to transfer your 8lowers on a 8lat surface.
However, if you plan on using your 8lower lifter provided in the kit, to
transfer your 8lower to your cake then there is no need to use
parchment paper.

Place a small dollop of icing on the centre of the nail to hold down
an icing 8lower square. Start piping petals on the side of the nail
closest to your 8ingertips by holding your icing tip at an angle as
seen in the picture.

As you pipe, you will need to turn the nail to either complete the
petal or add more petals. Turn the nail outward, away from your
wrist, to keep adding more petals.

Keep rotating until you complete a layer of petals.

Transferring your 8lowers using your 8lower lifter
To transfer your 8lowers directly onto your cake we have provided you with a 8lower
lifter. Simply open up the scissors and clamp them gently around your iced 8lower. Then
transfer them across to your cake and slowly open your scissors as the bottom of the
8lower makes contact with the cake.
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